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The Dollars and Sense of Navigation
This is a small compilation of six stories building on the original Stories and Statistics
of Navigation that was produced for the Ministry of Health Disability Support Services, February 2014.
These stories describe in more detail the savings and rationale on why Navigation
is a success.
The successes are not only about meeting core goals and increasing the capacity, resilience and quality of life for the client / families, but success also in building
communities that demonstrate understanding and support. And, mostly the
measured success in reducing reliance on Ministry of Health Disability Support Services funding.
The individual costs for navigation for these six examples range from $1,120 to
$4,300 per client / family. The per annum savings directly attributed to Navigation
ranges from $1,824 to $7,948 per client / family. For the most part there are long
term benefits for these clients, where these savings have been maintained year
in year out.
Over the past four years Navigation has cost $17,409 to navigate these six cases
and the savings to date has been calculated as $58,341.
It has to be recognised that long term the savings to Ministry of Health goes way
beyond these figures.
Three of these individuals no longer requires specialist Behaviour Support Services.
When you consider that the cost of specialist behaviour support intervention is
likely to be in the vicinity of $10,000 per person, this takes the overall savings to
approximately $88,000 PA savings to the Ministry of Health on these six clients
alone.
The following stories describe how the Ministry of Health has made through navigation upwards of 500% return on their investment in these six cases alone, if this is
the sum saved on these 6 cases alone then the total savings saved on the 108 clients navigated over the past 8 years has to be significant.
These are programmes that not only save dollars but also make common sense.
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Our Stories
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Kevin Keoghan’s* Story
NorthAble Navigation Services

Kevin is an only child who moved with
his parents to Northland from Auckland in 2011 to be closer to extended
whanau. They have no other networks or supports in the area.
Kevin has autism and is best at expressing himself via sign language.
Kevin says he is good at this, he is not
good at talking. Kevin himself has
chosen NZ Sign Language to be his
ﬁrst language. As Kevin does not have
a hearing impairment he is not eligible
to receive any supports or services
from deaf associations free of charge.
The teachers and support staﬀ at Kevin’s school recognise that he responds
to learning sign language, however
are not able to provide any signing
support for him due to lack of resources. He gets ½ hour per fortnight
SLT which does not cover sign language. The only way for Kevin to learn
sign language is for his family to pay
for this privately. They have resourced ‘buddies’ through Deaf Aotearoa and pay them twice a week to
‘hang out and sign’ with Kevin. The
family are unable to sustain this ﬁnancial expenditure. Previously in Auckland this was supported by 6 hours of
DSS personal cares “buddy support”
and the family have asked for this level of support to be continued from
NorthAble NASC.
Kevin is very bright ,but there are concerns he is increasingly disengaging
and withdrawing from the learning
process when it gets challenging. He
is unable to communicate via his chosen language and this is preventing
learning and socialising. Continued
frustration has also resulted in increasing challenging behaviour.
Stories and Statistics of Navigation, N
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For the 3 years prior to Navigation, Kevin’s DSS allocation had been
increasing over time. Parent’s were requesting additional support as
Kevin’s behaviour became increasingly challenging. Behaviour Support
Services were previously involved and family though this service could
help again. This service was providing successful strategies, but not
solutions to the issues that were actually causing frustration.
NAVIGATION
It was decided that a focus on intensive and appropriate educational
supports was needed and resources suited to Kevin’s chosen language and method of communication. This would decrease the likelihood of declining education engagement / achievement and challenging behaviour that would potentially rely on DSS support in the
future. This would also ensure that DSS services would not be relied
on to prop up the current need for a ‘signing buddy’.
Goals were set in collaboration with the family, including:


Learning and communication needs are supported in school
with appropriate resources.



Eﬀective communication and support mechanisms / strategies
decreases episodes of challenging behaviour.



Kevin explores his own interest areas and becomes active in a
sports team.



Social friendships are developed at school.



An intermediate school that meets Kevin’s unique and speciﬁc
needs is identiﬁed and a transition plan developed.
*not his real name
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NHI —After Navigation

DSS Allocation P.A.
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Navigation Figures
Funded for:
16 week programme.
6 hours per week for 10 weeks followed by 3 hours per week for 6
weeks at $90 per hour.

$8,000
$6,000

$4,000
$2,000

Paid mileage not to exceed 90 km
per week.

$0

Total Cost of Navigation as invoiced:
$5993.22
Following the family’s move to Northland in 2011, they asked for the
continuation of PC hours allocated by the previous NASC. It was
agreed that PC hours would not be renewed and instead Navigation
would be implemented to resolve the issues that were creating the
need for PC hours support. Success with resolving these issues has
meant low cost DSS supports have been sustaining the family for three
years.

The programme was extended for a
further 29 weeks for Navigator to
monitor progress and resilience,
and ensure the family’s capacity
was sustained . This was delivered
with rearranging the allocated
budget of hours.

By not having to allocate PC hours to support Kevin’s signing needs over the last three years, a
savings of $23,637 has been made. With contract price increases, the coming year will see a
savings of $8,155 - all up a savings of $31,792 over 4 years.

Summary of outcomes directly resulting from Navigation


Kevin is part of a signing group at school that has been set up and supported by a signing
tutor from the Hearing Association. This group not only increases signing and awareness at
the school, but also provides a close social network that Kevin feels part of.



Kevin is taking part in on-line signing tutorials, further developing his signing. This increase in
his language skills has also had a carryover to his reading skills.



Kevin has a new iPad with appropriate communication applications downloaded to assist
his communication and learning.



Speech Language Therapy is continuing but now with a shift in emphasis recognising Kevin’s preferred communication style. Kevin’s Individual Education Plan at school now has a
focus on supporting his unique and specific learning and social needs.



Transition to intermediate school was completed as scheduled. Staff and student’s at Kevin’s school have a good understanding of Kevin’s disability and his communication style.



Kevin is active and enjoying participating in Special Olympics horse riding, swimming and
athletics. These activities have also increased Kevin’s social networks.
Stories and Statistics of Navigation, NorthAble Navigation Services, © March 2014
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Andrew Kerwin’s* Story
NorthAble Navigation Services

Andrew is an eight year old boy who
lives with his single parent mum and his
sister. Mum has raised Andrew on her
own as well as working full time. While
she had managed to provide for the
family and ensure supports were there
for Andrew, she was demonstrating
that she no longer had the capacity or
resilience to ensure that supports were
eﬀective. There were a number of
agencies involved but no-one was
providing leadership or coordination, so
the agencies were not working together
or on common goals.

Prior to Navigation
At 82% uptake and
with inconsistent
delivery, support
was not eﬀective
for the family prior
to Navigation.

The engagement
of the family with
service providers
prior to Navigaton
was minimal with
4 agencies involved and an average engagement
score of NIL.
There was mutually negative feedback between
mum and the service provider delivering the Home
Support.

Mum had called asking NASC for additional supports, citing that his behaviour was increasingly challenging and
natural supports were eroding due to
behaviour. It was clear that mum didn’t
have the inner resources to take on
behaviour support and make it work, so
the only solution she knew was asking
for more carer support.

ISSUES
It quickly became clear to the Navigator
that mum had many things on the go,
but not all of them were adding value.
Of most concern was the DSS Home
Support agency providing support that
more resembled baby sitting than independence building. A dysfunctional
relationship existed between mum and
the agency coordinator where feedback
was mutually negative.
Miscommunication and misunderstanding had eroded the relationship between mum and the Blind Foundation,
although support from BLENZ was
good. Mum also found school very supportive, but singular in their role. An
interagency approach to coordinate
support instigated by NASC two years
earlier was not followed through by
agencies and each reverted back to
working solo.

NAVIGATION
The Navigator set about helping mum to identify what the wider issues
were and what could be done to overcomes those issues and meet goals for
the future. It was identiﬁed that the engagement with the HCSS agency
was beyond repair and another agency was needed to move forward in a
positive way to support Andrew’s goals.
Goals were set including:


Agencies will work together collaboratively to set achievable goals for
Andrew, with regular on-going monitoring in place.



Personal Care hours will be used eﬀectively, working towards speciﬁc
goals related to skill building and social skills.



Challenging behaviour will be reduced and eﬀectively managed in the
home.



Mum’s capacity will be built through eﬀective respite and a focus on
her own interests.
*not his real name
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Navigation Figures

Post Navigation
With initial uptake
at close to 100%
following the
change of provider,
DSS supports were
more eﬀective.
Family engaged
positively with
more services and
agencies in their
community. The
average engagement score moved
from NIL to half
way between
GOOD and EXCELLENT, meaning that
not only were supports eﬀective,
goals were being
regularly reviewed
and updated

Funded for:
26 week programme.
5 hours per week at $40 per hour.
Paid mileage not to exceed 20km per week.
Total Cost of Navigation as invoiced:
$4,300.00
Navigation was extended a further 20
weeks in order to meet goals as initial engagement was slow, possibly from mother’s wariness that supports would be decreased. This extension was delivered with
no additional funding but instead with unused hours from the original programme.
The request for additional carer supHadwould
mum’s
initial
port
have
costrequest
$1,824.forHad
more request
carer support
been
ap-support
mum’s
for more
carer
proved
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likely
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SupSupport
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port
Specialist
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Summary of outcomes directly resulting from Navigation


A collaborative approach to meaningful support consistent across environments is now set up with HCSS agency, BLENZ,
Blind Foundation and school. Arrangements are in place to ensure regular reviews are sustained and the interagency
delivery doesn’t revert to agencies working individually again.



A focus on communication and understanding of everybody’s roles and responsibilities has created more positive relationships between mum and agencies. Engagement with community agencies has increased considerably.



Mum has capacity to follow up and assert responsiveness from agencies as required ensuring ongoing responsiveness.



Effective delivery of HCSS support that enables Andrew to learn things himself rather than being ‘babied’ by support
workers has increased Andrew’s self esteem and also led to a decrease in challenging behaviour.



Counseling is in place for Andrew and is being funded by the Blind Foundation. Due to Andrew having a better understanding of how his disability affects him, challenging behaviour has decreased.



Andrew has resources provided by the Blind Foundation to ensure he has opportunity to maximise learning potential. This
resourcing is being regularly reviewed ensuring supports continue to be relevant.



Andrew now attends a community based after-school care programme with his peers, OSCAR funded via WINZ. This is
supported by HCSS / DSS support however the goal to have this fully supported naturally in the community is being
worked on. This has also increased awareness with Mum and the after-school attendees that despite Andrew’s disability
he can still participate in his community.



Andrew’s Mum has reduced levels of stress and anxiety directly resulting from better delivery of services. She has started
a hobby which she greatly enjoys. The family reports as being much happier and enjoying their family time together.

Stories and Statistics of Navigation, NorthAble Navigation Services, © March 2014
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Lisa Wilson’s* Story
NorthAble Navigation Services

Lisa is 10 and the elder of two sisters,
both with chromosomal abnormalities. Her younger sister Ruby is 6 and
also a client of the NASC.

Prior to Navigation
RJX8272: IHCHS - Uptake Trend
Series3

Linear (Series3)
Navigator
Started
18/03/13

Percentage

120.0%

Lisa had allocations of shared care to
meet respite needs for the family,
however the agency was not able to
provide a caregiver. The Home Support agency also had an allocation of
hours to deliver speciﬁc support for
Lisa, however this was being utilised
like a shared care service in the support workers home. The supports
were not being used to support Lucy’s
development, only as respite. This
was not eﬀective for Lucy or her family. Redesign of the allocations by
NASC to create respite opportunities
over the last two years did not
achieve desired eﬀects.
Lisa received behaviour support in the
past and parents reported she is still
very challenging in the home environment. Now she is getting bigger she is
able to hurt family members.
Ruby is now six and at the age where
she requires conﬁrmation of ID to
continue to receive NASC services.
She is not two years behind her peers
and is reading appropriate to her age.
Her family are happy that she is no
longer demonstrating developmental
delays, however she does have other
needs related to her chromosomal
condition.
The family need support to ensure all
Ruby’s needs are being met by health
and education professionals. Once
this is occurring and all needs are being met, it is agreed it is appropriate
for NASC to exit services for Ruby.

100.0%

80.0%

60.0%

40.0%

20.0%

0.0%

Service Start Date

With uptake over 80%,
delivery of Home Support
was generally occurring.
However delivery was
aligned with staﬃng
needs, not needs of the
client - in lieu of shared
care not being available,
the family were grateful
for any delivery, albeit not
for designated purpose.

The engagement of the
family with service providers and agencies in the
community prior to Navigation was minimal, with
an average engagement
score half way to GOOD.

NAVIGATION
It was agreed with the family that they would beneﬁt from Navigator assisting and investigating eﬀective use of carer support and natural support
networks, ensuring parents get eﬀective respite and maintain / build capacity. The Navigator also would focus on working with support workers
and family to ensure they understood the BSS strategies and they practiced them consistently when working with Lisa.
Goals were set including:


Family have a network of support and respite carers.



Carer Support is scheduled regularly and family have regular respite
breaks.



Lisa’s challenging behaviour decreases as family and support network consistently practice routines and strategies. (if this goal cannot be met within current environment and skill set, referral to CHC
BSS service is to be completed)



Ruby’s support needs are identiﬁed and met via government / community agencies, and exit from NorthAble NASC is completed.
*not her real name
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Navigation Figures

After Navigation
HSPC and IHCHS
HSPC
Navigator
Started
18/03/13

IHCHS

Linear (HSPC)
Navigator
Ended
15/09/13

Percentage
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Following the completion of Navigation,
PC hours are being
delivered appropriate
to support need and
uptake is 100%. Supports are eﬀectively
meeting identiﬁed
need.
Family engaged positively with more services and agencies in
their community.
This ensured that appropriate agencies
were meeting needs
eﬀectively.

Funded for:
26 week programme.
Up to 4 hours per week at $40 per
hour.
Paid mileage not to exceed 30 km
per week.
Total Cost of Navigation as invoiced:
$1,120.00

“ Mum and dad report
that the new design of
support has been ‘lifechanging’ for the whole
family
-Navigator report, June 2013

Summary of outcomes directly resulting from Navigation
DSS Allocations PA






Family are using Carer Support for regular respite two afternoons every week. This break sustains them and builds capacity.
The allocation of DSS hourly supports have been split between
two agencies and are now being delivered at 100% uptake,
fully effective and meeting needs and goals.
Goals are being regularly reviewed as Lisa responds to appropriate support, ensuring that she continues to learn and build
skills.



Family are actively engaging with Behaviour Support Services.
Morning routines are reported as being far more manageable
for all involved and stress has reduced greatly in the home.



Ruby has ongoing therapy needs met via Child Health Services, and is accessing activities in the community via natural
supports. Family are confident in their community being able
to meet her needs and she has been exited from NASC services.
Stories and Statistics of Navigation, NorthAble Navigation Services, © March 2014

2009—2010

$17,000

2010—2011

$17,500

2011—2012

$11,782

2012—2013

$11,060

2013—2014

$11,159

Following Navigation
2014 ongoing - $12,555

DSS supports in 2009 - 2011 were
not being delivered appropriately,
and redesigns by NASC in 2011 and
2012 did not achieve desired results.
Through Navigation in 2013 an eﬀective design was delivered.
Annual Review in 2014 shows savings
of $4,945 over 2011 package.
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Damon Mahon’s* Story
NorthAble Navigation Services

7 year old Damon and his family , including his non-disabled twin brother, transferred up to Northland the year prior to
Navigation, with no known networks or
supports in the area.

Prior to Navigation
Damon’s family were engaged with very few agencies and services within
their community, and
what engagement was
happening was poor or
negative. Mutually critical
feedback existed between
the family and school ie.
Negative engagement.

Damon has a dual diagnosis of Down Syndrome and ASD. His parents identify with
the Down Syndrome diagnosis, and but
do not see ASD as having a signiﬁcant
impact on Damon’s needs.
At the coordination of initial assessment
the family requested a signiﬁcant amount
of Carer Support. They identiﬁed lack of
capacity due to Damon not being in
school full time. 28 days Carer Support
was allocated with an oﬀer of a referral to
CCS Disability Action to advocate for Damon going to school full time. The family
declined the referral.
Four months later the family called, again
asking for a signiﬁcant amount of Carer
Support. When explored, reasons were
issues with schooling, including lack of
SLT support and incontinence being an
issue at school.
Navigation was agreed to as a potential
solution to the issues, as opposed to
putting in more Carer Support and not
resolving the issues.

NAVIGATION
The Navigator was given a brief outline of the situation and the following goals were set:


Intensive liaison with school and MOE to identify appropriate
supports and services for Damon while at school, and ensuring
these are in place. Relationship and communication between
parents and school to be strengthened to ensure ongoing engagement remains positive.



Support family to ensure that they are receiving appropriate and
eﬀective support from continence services.



Behaviour support services to be implemented and strategies in
place should investigation ﬁnd no medical reason for incontinence.



Family have capacity to manage and support Damon’s needs,
maintaining capacity through respite allocation of 28 days Carer
Support.

ISSUES
Barriers from school and family’s despair
at being unable to progress were signiﬁcant issues impacting family capacity and
resilience. As well as being a contributing factor to school’s negativity, incontinence aﬀected many aspects of Damon
and his family’s day to day lives— family
were unhappy that service from the continence clinic included supplies but no
strategies or support; Damon’s lack of
communication made toilet training extremely frustrating for all involved, and
he was also missing out on activities in
the community due to not being continent. Often this meant his brother couldn’t attend either. Every member of the
family was struggling with the situation.

Following meeting with the family, the following goals were also
agreed to with the family and included:


Family will have increased knowledge and understanding of autism and how this aﬀects Damon’s perspective of the world
around him.



Damon will become involved in after school activities and have
increased opportunities to access his community with his peer
group.
*not his real name
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Navigation Figures

After Navigation
Family engaged positively with more services and agencies in
their community. The
average engagement
score moved from
POOR to half way between GOOD and EXCELLENT, meaning that
not only were supports
eﬀective, goals were
being regularly reviewed and updated.

“I just spoke to mum on the phone and she burst into
tears! Very grateful and I think these hours will make a
huge diﬀerence for this family “
- Navigator email update April 2013 -

Funded for:
13 week programme.
3 hours per week at $40 per hour.
Paid mileage not to exceed 20km
per week.
Total Cost of Navigation as invoiced:
$1,340
The request for additional Carer Support would have cost
$1,824. Had this request for
more carer support been approved by NASC, the issues
would still remain and DSS allocation likely would continue to
grow in response to the increasing impact of those unresolved issues.

Summary of outcomes directly resulting from Navigation


Damon is now receiving appropriate IEP, OT and SLT support through school, ensuring that his
learning and support is relevant and appropriate.



Improved communication between family and school has been promoted as a “win-win” outcome. Both parties recognise that by coming together they get better results than by being critical.



Family have realised the significant impact that ASD has on how Damon sees his world and are
regularly accessing the IHC library to learn more about this for both Damon and the family as a
whole. They are aware of the community agencies that can support them with ASD.



School are now aware of Damon’s ASD diagnosis, something the family had not shared with them.
This has resolved a lot of concerns that school had for Damon’s development. Family and school
are looking forward to submitting a team to attend the next “TIPS for Autism” programme at MoE
so a collaborative approach to support ensures maximised outcomes for Damon.



PC hours and Behaviour Support Services were implemented to support toileting strategies in the
home and community, and Damon is now fully toilet trained! This has significantly improved quality
of life for Damon and his family.



Damon’s PC hours are now directed towards supporting Damon to access sports and activities in
his community. He is now able to attend swimming like his brother, and has developed his own interest in soccer.



Family feel confident and comfortable that 28 days carer support meets their respite needs.
Stories and Statistics of Navigation, NorthAble Navigation Services, © March 2014
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Samantha Larsen’s* Story
NorthAble Navigation Services

At the time when Navigation was being
considered Samantha was a 4 1/2 year
old girl who lived with her parents and
older brother. They had just moved back
to a small rural town just north of Whangarei. Samantha has a diagnosis of Global
Developmental Delay and severe allergies
and eczema.

Prior to Navigation
60
52

50
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38
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20
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Although she was soon to be 5, Samantha’s parents had made the decision that
they did not want her starting school that
year. They were concerned that school
may not be able to care for her appropriately, as a previous attempt at having
Samantha attend day care led to her having an extremely severe allergic outbreak
requiring intensive and ongoing medical
support.

15

0

of Carer Support were
indicative of the family’s eroding capacity.

The family were engaged with 3 services
in their community.
Although MoE had an
allocation of Education Support Worker
hours for Samantha to
attend day care, the
family was disappointed there was no active
engagement by educational professionals
to support a transition
to an early learning
centre.

A call to the local NASC from the Child
Health Team indicated the needs of the
family had changed signiﬁcantly since last
assessment. With Mum’s agreement a
reassessment was tasked.
ISSUES
Through reassessment it became apparent to the NASC Service Coordinator that
while an increase in Carer Support, as
requested by Mum, would immediately
meet the family’s current need for a
break, without resolving the underlying
issues it would be unlikely to increase
capacity or resilience. Mum had stated
she “feels as though all my ﬁght has
gone” and she needs assistance to “get
back on track”.

21

Increasing allocations

NAVIGATION
The Navigator was tasked with supporting mum to advocate Samantha’s
needs with educational professionals to ensure that Samantha’s learning
potential is maximised. Alongside this, Navigator was also engaged to assist mum to strengthen her community links and contacts with a view to
building respite options.
Goals were set including:

Although MoE had an allocation of 1:1
support for Samantha in day care Mum’s
conﬁdence in appropriate support being
provided had completely eroded from the
last experience and she felt she was the
only person capable of providing proper
care and understanding.



Family have increased network of support and respite carers.



Mum has the conﬁdence and ability to sustain engagement with
community links.



Mum conﬁdently engages with educational professionals to arrange
Samantha’s schooling and mapping the pathway to meet learning
needs.

Mum had become isolated from her community. Whereas previously she had connected with support groups, due to her
recent move these connections were lost.



In order to best support her family, mum prioritises her own needs
and makes connections in her community to meet needs.
*not her real name
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Navigation Figures
After Navigation
Current Carer Support allocation is at 52, an amount allocated when the family were experiencing their peak levels of stress. As agreed with the family,
the next allocation in 5 months is anticipated to reﬂect a sustained increase in
capacity and reduction in respite need.

Funded for:
10 week programme.
3 hours per week for 10 weeks at
$48 per hour.
Paid mileage not to exceed 20 km
per week.
Following the completion of this
programme a further 2 hours per
week for 10 weeks was approved.
This was due to the death of a close
family member, the family’s regular
Respite Carer, and also due to Samantha’s imminent transition into
school.
Total Cost of Navigation as invoiced:
$2,307.04

Engagement with services in the community increased substantially for the
family with Navigator support, both in number and in quality of engagement.
This meant that not only were supports eﬀective, goals were being regularly
reviewed and updated.

A reduction of carer support back
to the level in place before the
family experienced heightened
stress will amount to a savings of
$2,356 PA.

Summary of outcomes directly resulting from Navigation


A multidisciplinary approach to a transition into school was set up and facilitated by the Navigator.
This ensured that educational professionals had first hand understanding of Samantha’s medical
and health needs, and Mum is now confident they can meet day to day health needs as well as
provide emergency intervention if required.



Samantha started a transition into School only 2 months after her 5th birthday. She is receiving appropriate support to meet her learning needs, and her IEPs are regularly reviewed. The School
quickly sourced funding for the fencing required for Samantha’s safety and also proactively applied for support via the school transports assistance scheme; all positive support that relieves
stressors for Mum.



Mum is actively demonstrating confidence and capability in advocating positively with education
professionals to ensure educational support remains current, and learning potential is maximised.



Mum has a network of contacts for providing Carer Support and has also joined a local support
group, ensuring that newly built capacity is sustained.



Samantha is actively involved in new social activities in her community. These opportunities have
given Mum a break from being the central focus of Samantha’s life, broadening Samantha’s social sphere and relieving Mum of some of the burden faced as being primary source of care, en19
tertainment
andof
companionship.
Stories and Statistics
Navigation, NorthAble Navigation Services, © March 2014
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Abby Rhode’s* Story
NorthAble Navigation Services

Abby is a seven year old girl who was
placed with her (adoptive) parents by
CYF when she was four years old. She
has a genetic condition which has
caused a developmental delay. Abby
also displays very challenging behaviour at home, in the community and at
School.
CYF had provided support via respite
and funding Teacher Aide hours until
recently. Following Abby’s parents
getting parenting orders through the
courts, CYF relinquished support.
There was no transition of this process
and this left the family struggling with
coping with the impact of this, particularly in the school environment. Abby’s
mother had called NASC requesting a
new Needs Assessment as their needs
had now signiﬁcantly changed.
At school Abby’s Teacher Aide Support
was halved due to CYF no longer contributing. The family were feeling pressured to have Abby return home part
way through the day as school could
not aﬀord a full time Teacher Aide.
Due to challenging and unsafe behaviour, Abby could not be supported appropriately without one.
Abby requires support to wait at school
for 45 minutes after school ends to
catch the school bus home. School
were unable to provide a level of support around this and this placed Abby
at risk. There were no school transport
assistance alternatives available
through Special Education due to the
isolated location. Mum had asked
NASC if this was a support that could
be delivered via DSS hours.
Respite via CYF was no longer available
and the family required support to
identify natural and local support to
sustain them.

Prior to Navigation

DSS Allocation P.A.
$8,000
$7,000
$6,000
$5,000
$4,000
$3,000
$2,000
$1,000
$0

DSS Allocation P.A.

In the 3 years prior to adoption, Abby’s DSS allocation had seen
one minor increase. Following Abby’s adoption and CYFs removing themselves from supporting the family, Abby’s family were in
crisis and unable to cope. An immediate allocation of PCs was
made to support the family through the situation, but DSS supports were not intended to be solutions to the issues that were
actually causing stress and challenges. With the support of Navigation to see the family resolve the issues it was intended that
DSS allocations should be reduced back to pre-adoption levels.
NAVIGATION
While NASC coordinator declined to allocate PC’s for support when waiting
for the bus after school, they did oﬀer to provide Navigation to help resolve
the issues that the family were facing. Mum agreed and goals were set including:


Educational supports are maximised and appropriate, ensuring Abby
can attend school full time.



School and family work collaboratively ensuring an appropriate after
school support design is created and implemented, relieving DSS
from providing this support.



Family stressors are reduced



Natural support networks are engaged ensuring respite and building
of capacity.



Specialist Behaviour Support is engaged and strategies are implemented into the home.
*not her real name
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After Navigation

$8,000
$6,000

DSS Allocation P.A.
DSS Allocation P.A.

Navigation Figures
Funded for:
16 week programme.
4 hours per week at $42 ph.
Paid mileage not to exceed
90 km per week.

$4,000
$2,000

Total Cost of Navigation as
invoiced:
$2,349.94

$0

Family had been in crisis following adoption of Abby and CYF removing
support for the family in April 2012. NASC allocated some additional
PC support for identiﬁed needs and also advised some other needs
(after school supervision while waiting for school bus) would not be
supported by DSS allocation. Instead it was agreed that Navigation
would be implemented to resolve the issues that were creating the
need for PC hours support. Success with resolving these issues has
meant family agreed at last year’s review they were no longer in crisis
and the PC supports put in place could be removed. Pre-adoption levels of DSS supports have been sustaining the family for the last year.

The request for additional hours to
support waiting for the bus after
school would have cost $3,900 PA
and would be a level of support family would become reliant on.
Support from Navigator to reduce
stressors and create positive relationships in the home also removed
the need for both BSS services and
PC supports, another $3,900 PA.
Total savings attributed to Navigator
supporting family = $7,800 PA, and
now in year 2, this is $15,600.

Summary of outcomes directly resulting from Navigation


A meeting with the School was held to provide some education around Abby’s condition and her
needs. The critical attitude that school had previously had in regards to the level of support Abby
needed was replaced with understanding and empathy. There is now an environment where
school and the family can move forward and create solutions.



A collaborative plan has been identified that keeps Abby at school full time. Family have access
to an after school care programme and the family no longer feel stressed that they had no options.



At the time of crisis, PC hours had been allocated to the family to support implementation of behaviour strategies into the home in conjunction with BSS engagement. By creatively using these
hours while Abby was on the BSS waiting list, Abby engaged more positively with family and in the
community. By the time Abby was ready to be moved to active caseload by BSS, family were not
seeing challenging behaviour and they decided they no longer needed specialist behaviour support.



Family have a reliable arrangement of respite support provided by extended whanau, ensuring
that family capacity and resilience is sustained.



At annual review following the end of navigation , family stated they had turned a corner and no
21
longer
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